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Minutes of the Third Meeting of the 1974-75
Campus Assembly
Science Auditorium, November 18, 1974, 4-5:30 p.m.
The minutes of the October 14 Assembly meeting were approved.
The appointment of Cynthia Johnson to the Housing Committee was approved.
Debate on the Interdisciplinary Intff'nship Proposal began with remarks
from Gordon Bopp, Chairperson of the Curriculum Committee. The proposal
has its roots in the four-year old deliberations of the All-University
Council on Liberal Education which issued a document containing an allUniversity policy on liberal education. The document invited academic
units to find alternate ways of satisfying liberal arts educational
requirements and gave evaluative criteria. University College developed
an experimental program in independent study. This program was available
at UMM through the UC 3075 course listing, but the arrangement proved
awkward. Following discussions with University College personnel, UMM's
Special Programs Committee proposed an internship program which was reviewed
by the Curriculum Committee and became the present proposal after revision.
It provides for an off-campus (see, however, below), interdisciplinary,
liberal arts experience. Such programs are not new. In Minnesota, colleges
such as Carleton, Macalester, and St. Olaf already have them in operation.
The proposed program allows for student initiative, for institutional
arrangement of internships, and for faculty consulting and advising with
respect to academic content and scope.
Lammers wondered why only an interdisciplinary internship was proposed.
Wasn't the document therefore incomplete? Or could one, in fact, run a
disciplinary internship under the aegis of this proposal? Members of the
Curriculum Committee (Bopp, Driggs) indicated that thought had been given
to a broader document or interpretation, but the decision to keep it
interdisciplinary was made. Some disciplines already have internship
programs (political science, psychology). Disciplines not having but
wanting one might find it advantageous to work out their own procedures.
Lee thought the proposal would fill a gap in UMM's program, but emphasized
that close regulation is necessary.
Klinger's experience with the psychology field experience course indicated
not many students were likely to be involved, that those who were would
find it very valuable and that faculty time would be invested at a tolerable
level.
Raymond asked if this proposal was pre-empting the work of the Commission
on Off-Campus Learning or if it was only interim. Imholte didn't see it
as being at cross-purposes with the Commission, although there might have
to be changes adaptations, etc.
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Robert wondered who had final authority for acceptance of credits (item #2
under "UMM Responsibilities"). Bopp replied it would be in his office,
but credit would be worked out with the Faculty Advisory Committee.
Gremmels wondered who appointed faculty to the Faculty Advisory Committee.
Bopp replied it would be a selection process beginning with the student,
much the same as faculty advisers are selected now.
Lammers asked for an interpretation of off-campus internship. Did that
mean physically removed from campus or just removed from the normal in-class
experience. Bopp thought the latter was in the spirit of the proposal.
Cole moved an amendment that would reflect the spirit indicated by Bopp:
under "Mentor Responsibilities," item #1, sentence two, the phrase "offcampus" should be replaced by "internship." Passed by voice vote.
Bopp thought the amendment was too all-encompassing. The mentor is responsible
for the day-to-day supervision, but the faculty must have responsibility
for the internship itself.
Driggs thought this proved the lack of wisdom in amending from the floor and
moved that the amendment be reconsidered. Passed by voice vote.
Straw moved that the entire proposal be recommitted to the Curriculum
Committee who should study its relationship to the entire curriculum and
see if it could be adapted to disciplinary internships. Several spoke against
this: no strong statements discrediting the proposal had been made; Straw's
questions were largely of an informational nature. Straw's motion failed by voice
vote.
Cole's amendment was reconsidered and failed by voice vote.
Driggs made the following motion: If the proposal is approved, the Academic
Dean should edit item #1 under "Mentor Responsibilities" to reflect the
Assembly's intention that the proposal should not be limited to off-campus
experiences. Passed by voice vote.
Farrell raised questions about faculty participation. He expected to see
more proposals requiring involvement of faculty and saw no credit for
teaching load being given other than for classroom teaching. He thought
someone on campus must address the question of faculty load. The problem
of how faculty can effectively participate arises and he felt it
insufficient to simply say that the faculty member must use his good
judgment.
Robert moved an amendment to item #2 under "UMM Responsibilities." Add
the following as sentence three: Final approval of credit for the student's
internship shall rest with the student's Faculty Advisory Committee. Spring
thought the amendment confusing and, since there is no restriction on the
number of internships, control should remain with the Academic Dean. The
amendment failed by voice vote.
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In reply to a question from Hodgell, Bopp stated that the Curriculum
Committee thought it injudicious to impose a limit on the number of quarterlong internships since, for example, a student might.spend a year-long
internship abroad.
The Interdisciplinary Internship Proposal was adopted as amended by voice
vote.
Susan Willis was elected to fill the remaining year of Nat Hart's term on
the Academic Grievance Committee.
Submitted by Jim Togeas
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